
 

  

 

22 April 2021 

Dear Parents/Carers 

It has been lovely to welcome back students for the Summer term. The vast majority of students have 

had a positive start to the new term and have embraced the opportunity to once again be back in 

school and make the most of their time in the classroom. Hopefully there will be less disruptions and 

more consistency as we return to face-to-face teaching, and students start to access the sporting 

clubs and other extra-curricular activities, which students may sign up for. 

As the weather has improved, students no longer need to wear their outside coats in school. 

Students will be expected to remove their coats in lessons. 

With effect from Monday 26 April 2021, students will be required to attend school every day in their 

normal school uniform and bring their PE kit separately.  To support students with this, we intend to 

issue lockers to students as effectively and efficiently as possible.   

We have introduced new COVID-safe cleaning protocols which mean that students will be able to 

use the changing rooms to change into their PE kit for lessons. This will extend the curriculum 

delivery within PE lessons and allow for greater variation in activities completed.  

Please could you speak to your child about the importance of wearing their uniform correctly: 

• skirts should be knee length and should not be rolled up; 

• shirts should be tucked in and top buttons fastened; 

• no jewellery should be worn, other than a wristwatch or a small gold or silver stud or sleeper 

in the lobe of each ear - diamanté, crystals, gemstones or other decorative styles are not 

acceptable; 

• sweatshirts and hoodies of any description do not qualify as coats and must not worn; 

• students are not allowed to wear make-up in Years 7, 8 and 9. Discreet make-up is permitted 

in Years 10 and 11. Nail varnish or false nails are not allowed. 

Please see the link below for further details about the required PE kit and school uniform. 

Uniform Policy - Notley High School & Braintree Sixth Form 

Finally, students and staff have been using the C-system within school throughout the Autumn term 

and since our return in March. The system is now established, and the majority of students have a 

clear understanding of the choices and consequences approach. During this time, we have listened, 

responded to feedback, and made adjustments where needed. In order to improve the 

communication of C3 and C4 consequences, parents/carers will have increased access to behaviour 

records via Edulink, allowing them to have follow up conversations with students who have not 

displayed the desired learning behaviours. 

Here is a brief reminder of how the C-System works: 

• C1 = an initial warning from the teacher to inform the student that their learning behaviours do 

not meet the school’s expectations and they need to modify these to learn effectively; 

• C2 = a second warning if the student continues in a similar fashion; 

• C3 = a lunchtime detention is given to students; 

• C4 = removal from the lesson and a lunchtime detention.  

https://www.notleyhigh.com/uniform-policy


 

 

 

 

Whenever a C3 or a C4 has been issued, the information will be accessible on Edulink. The 

expectation remains that teachers should follow up a C4 with a telephone call home in order to 

discuss the matter further and work together with parents/carers to prevent such an incident from 

occurring again. 

We hope that the information on Edulink will continue to support home-school working together in 

order that students achieve their full potential. 

Yours faithfully 

                    

Mr P Taylor 

Deputy Headteacher 

 


